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What is a good decision boundary?
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What is a good decision boundary?

㋥ⰹᠽ㎢㋍ ᡊᡑ㋥ỽ㌁㲽 (support vectors)ㅝ㋥䄁ⲩᠽ㎢widest possible street (represented by the parallel dashed lines) between the classes.
This is called large margin classi!cation.

Figure 5-1. Large margin classi!cation

Notice that adding more training instances “off the street” will not affect the decision
boundary at all: it is fully determined (or “supported”) by the instances located on the
edge of the street. These instances are called the support vectors (they are circled in
Figure 5-1).

SVMs are sensitive to the feature scales, as you can see in
Figure 5-2: on the left plot, the vertical scale is much larger than the
horizontal scale, so the widest possible street is close to horizontal.
After feature scaling (e.g., using Scikit-Learn’s StandardScaler), 
the decision boundary looks much better (on the right plot).

Figure 5-2. Sensitivity to feature scales

Soft Margin Classi!cation
If we strictly impose that all instances be off the street and on the right side, this is
called hard margin classi!cation. There are two main issues with hard margin classifi!
cation. First, it only works if the data is linearly separable, and second it is quite sensi!
tive to outliers. Figure 5-3 shows the iris dataset with just one additional outlier: on
the left, it is impossible to find a hard margin, and on the right the decision boundary
ends up very different from the one we saw in Figure 5-1 without the outlier, and it
will probably not generalize as well.

156 | Chapter 5: Support Vector Machines

Input feature㋥ scaleㅝ➉ឝ䃩 support vector machine
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Hard margin vs. soft margin

Hard margin classification (hard-SVM)

• ☵ỽ㌁㲽ⁱ㌁ margin➣ㅝ㊑㧥䃥ὑ⏪ boundary┉ⲱ㎢

• ỽ㌁㲽ឍⲭ䆢㎎㋉⏩⤑┹ឍḲ (linearly separable)䃭 ⃙╙㎎㈶ឍḲ

• outlierㅝ╱㈽➉ឝ

Soft margin classification (soft-SVM)

• margin㋑ ឍḲ䃩Რ᠙䃥☁ⲩὑ marginフ㙊㋉⏩ⁱㅁㆱḡ᠐㋑ 䅕㈶

• hyperparameter C: 㰁ⶥ⏪㐎パ㕝 (ㅑᠶ),㌞㋑ⶥ⏪Რㅁ㕝 (㊑➥䅕㈶)
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Hard margin vs. soft margin

Figure 5-3. Hard margin sensitivity to outliers

To avoid these issues it is preferable to use a more flexible model. The objective is to
find a good balance between keeping the street as large as possible and limiting the
margin violations (i.e., instances that end up in the middle of the street or even on the
wrong side). This is called so" margin classi!cation.

In Scikit-Learn’s SVM classes, you can control this balance using the C hyperparame!
ter: a smaller C value leads to a wider street but more margin violations. Figure 5-4
shows the decision boundaries and margins of two soft margin SVM classifiers on a
nonlinearly separable dataset. On the left, using a low C value the margin is quite
large, but many instances end up on the street. On the right, using a high C value the
classifier makes fewer margin violations but ends up with a smaller margin. However,
it seems likely that the first classifier will generalize better: in fact even on this train!
ing set it makes fewer prediction errors, since most of the margin violations are
actually on the correct side of the decision boundary.

Figure 5-4. Large margin (le") versus fewer margin violations (right)

If your SVM model is overfitting, you can try regularizing it by
reducing C.

The following Scikit-Learn code loads the iris dataset, scales the features, and then
trains a linear SVM model (using the LinearSVC class with C = 1 and the hinge loss
function, described shortly) to detect Iris-Virginica flowers. The resulting model is
represented on the left of Figure 5-4.

Linear SVM Classi!cation | 157
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A brief history of SVM

• SVM㋍ 1992᳑ Boser, Guyon and Vapnikㅝ㋥䄁ⲩⴙឩ

• Statistical Learning Theoryㅝ㌁⏭㎎➡㱢㋑ῡベᡭ┹㔥 (Vapnik &
Chervonenkis)

• ⴝᦍサⶸ㌝㌅ㅝⲩ≽ㅁᰩⲾḲ㋑⢁㌁☁ⲩᲝ┹ ぽ㌁᠙ 

• SVM㋉⏩ 1.1% Test error rate !㒞䌕ⲱᡑᾩᡊ╪ᢉ╫◆㋙

• ㈶㎎㋉⏩㈽ⶥ䃩ⲾḲ

• Bioinformatics, text, image recognition⁾㋑㽹䃵䃩 ╛㋍Ⲿᢂⰹ⏍

• ⲭ䆢/⧑ⲭ䆢⤑ⓥ ⭝パṕ⌉䈙᥍� outlier detectionὑⶥ䄖

• ⢂㌮䃩ⴙᥩ☵/㒞ᥩ☵ỽ㌁㲽Ⳙ㋥⤑ⓥㅝ㹆䌕㌥╫㋙

• Kernel➶⠢㋑ ⰹ㈶䃥ḡẍ㿩㎎ベᡭ┹㔥

• Liblinear & libsvm: Scikit-Learnㅝⲩ liblinear➜ libsvm㋑ⰹ㈶
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Maximum margin classifier

We begin our discussion of support vector machines to the two-class
classification problem using linear models of the form

y(x) = wT!(x) + b (1)

where !(x) denotes a fixed feature-space transformation, and we
have made the bias parameter b explicit.

The training data set comprises N input vectors x1, x2, ..., xN, with
corresponding target values t1, t2, ..., tN where tn ! {"1, 1}, and new
data points x are classified according to the sign of y(x)
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Maximum margin classifier

We shall assume that the training data set is linearly separable in
feature space, so that by definition there exists at least one choice of
the parameters w and b such that a function satisfies y(xn) > 0 for
points having tn = +1 and y(xn) < 0 for points having tn = "1, so
that tny(xn) > 0 for all training data points.
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Maximum margin classifier: optimality criterion

Thus the distance of a point xn to the decision surface is given by

tny(xn)
#w# =

tn(wT!(xn) + b)
#w# . (2)

The margin is given by the perpendicular distance to the closest
point xn from the data set, and we wish to optimize the parameters w
and b in order to maximize this distance. Thus the maximum margin
solution is found by solving

arg max
w,b

!
1

#w# min[tn(wT!(xn) + b)]
"

(3)

where we have taken the factor 1/#w# outside the optimization over
n because w does not depend on n.
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Dual problem for convex optimization

Primal optimization problem for hard SVM

maximize 1

#w# min[tn(wT!(xn) + b)] (4)

subject to tn(wT!(xn) + b) $ 0 (5)
(6)

Equivalently,

minimize 1

2
#w#2 (7)

subject to tn(wT!(xn) + b) $ 1 (8)

Direct solution of this optimization problem would be very complex,
so we shall convert it into an equivalent problem that is much easier
to solve.
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Lagrangian function with constraint

In order to solve this constrained optimization problem, we
introduce Lagrange multipliers an $ 0, with one multiplier an for
each of the constraints, giving the Lagrangian function

L(w,b, a) = 1

2
#w#2 "

N#

n=1

an{tn(wT!(xn) + b)" 1} (9)

where a = (a1, ..., aN)T. Note the minus sign in front of the Lagrange
multiplier term, because we are minimizing with respect to w and b,
and maximizing with respect to a.

Setting the derivatives of L(w,b, a) with respect to w and b equal to
zero, we obtain the following two conditions

w =
N#

n=1

antn!(xn) (10)

0 =
N#

n=1

antn (11)
10/23



Lagrangian function with constraint

Eliminating w and b from L(w,b, a) using these conditions then gives
the dual representation of the maximum margin problem in which
we maximize

L̃(a) =
N#

n=1

an "
1

2

N#

n=1

N#

m=1

anamtntmk(xn, xm) (12)

with respect to a subject to the constraints

an $ 0, n = 1, ...,N (13)
N#

n=1

antn = 0. (14)

Here the kernel function is defined by k(x, x!) = !(x)T!(x!).
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Prediction for a new sample: support vector machine

In order to classify new data points using the trained model, we
evaluate the sign of y(x). This can be expressed in terms of the
parameter {an} and the kernel function by substituting for w to give

y(x) =
N#

n=1

antnk(x, xn) + b (15)
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KKT condition: complementary slackness

We show that a constrained optimization of this form satisfies the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, which in this case require that
the following three properties hold

an $ 0 (16)
tny(xn)" 1 $ 0 (17)

an{tny(xn)" 1} = 0 (18)

Thus for every data point, either an = 0 or tny(xn) = 1. Any data point
for which an = 0 will not appear in the sum and hence plays no role
in making predictions for new data points. The remaining data points
are called support vectors, and because they satisfy tny(xn) = 1, they
correspond to points that lie on the maximum margin hyperplanes in
feature space.
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KKT condition: complementary slackness

7.1. Maximum Margin Classifiers 327

y = 1
y = 0

y = !1

margin

y = 1

y = 0

y = !1

Figure 7.1 The margin is defined as the perpendicular distance between the decision boundary and the closest
of the data points, as shown on the left figure. Maximizing the margin leads to a particular choice of decision
boundary, as shown on the right. The location of this boundary is determined by a subset of the data points,
known as support vectors, which are indicated by the circles.

having a common parameter !2. Together with the class priors, this defines an opti-
mal misclassification-rate decision boundary. However, instead of using this optimal
boundary, they determine the best hyperplane by minimizing the probability of error
relative to the learned density model. In the limit !2 " 0, the optimal hyperplane
is shown to be the one having maximum margin. The intuition behind this result is
that as !2 is reduced, the hyperplane is increasingly dominated by nearby data points
relative to more distant ones. In the limit, the hyperplane becomes independent of
data points that are not support vectors.

We shall see in Figure 10.13 that marginalization with respect to the prior distri-
bution of the parameters in a Bayesian approach for a simple linearly separable data
set leads to a decision boundary that lies in the middle of the region separating the
data points. The large margin solution has similar behaviour.

Recall from Figure 4.1 that the perpendicular distance of a point x from a hyper-
plane defined by y(x) = 0 where y(x) takes the form (7.1) is given by |y(x)|/#w#.
Furthermore, we are only interested in solutions for which all data points are cor-
rectly classified, so that tny(xn) > 0 for all n. Thus the distance of a point xn to the
decision surface is given by

tny(xn)
#w# =

tn(wT!(xn) + b)
#w# . (7.2)

The margin is given by the perpendicular distance to the closest point xn from the
data set, and we wish to optimize the parameters w and b in order to maximize this
distance. Thus the maximum margin solution is found by solving

arg max
w,b

!
1

#w# min
n

"
tn

#
wT!(xn) + b

$%&
(7.3)

where we have taken the factor 1/#w# outside the optimization over n because w
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KKT condition: complementary slackness

7.1. Maximum Margin Classifiers 331

Figure 7.2 Example of synthetic data from
two classes in two dimensions
showing contours of constant
y(x) obtained from a support
vector machine having a Gaus-
sian kernel function. Also shown
are the decision boundary, the
margin boundaries, and the sup-
port vectors.

form (6.23). Although the data set is not linearly separable in the two-dimensional
data space x, it is linearly separable in the nonlinear feature space defined implicitly
by the nonlinear kernel function. Thus the training data points are perfectly separated
in the original data space.

This example also provides a geometrical insight into the origin of sparsity in
the SVM. The maximum margin hyperplane is defined by the location of the support
vectors. Other data points can be moved around freely (so long as they remain out-
side the margin region) without changing the decision boundary, and so the solution
will be independent of such data points.

7.1.1 Overlapping class distributions
So far, we have assumed that the training data points are linearly separable in the

feature space !(x). The resulting support vector machine will give exact separation
of the training data in the original input space x, although the corresponding decision
boundary will be nonlinear. In practice, however, the class-conditional distributions
may overlap, in which case exact separation of the training data can lead to poor
generalization.

We therefore need a way to modify the support vector machine so as to allow
some of the training points to be misclassified. From (7.19) we see that in the case
of separable classes, we implicitly used an error function that gave infinite error
if a data point was misclassified and zero error if it was classified correctly, and
then optimized the model parameters to maximize the margin. We now modify this
approach so that data points are allowed to be on the ‘wrong side’ of the margin
boundary, but with a penalty that increases with the distance from that boundary. For
the subsequent optimization problem, it is convenient to make this penalty a linear
function of this distance. To do this, we introduce slack variables, "n ! 0 where
n = 1, . . . , N , with one slack variable for each training data point (Bennett, 1992;
Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). These are defined by "n = 0 for data points that are on or
inside the correct margin boundary and "n = |tn ! y(xn)| for other points. Thus a
data point that is on the decision boundary y(xn) = 0 will have "n = 1, and points
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Kernel method
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Kernel method

Kernel function: Kernel function㌁⌍ㅁℱ feature spaceㅝⲩ feature
㋥ inner product㇍ὦ⁾䃩䃵ⶥ┉╝䃵� Feature mapping !(x)ㅝ
ẍ䃩 kernel function㋍ṱ㋙ᢉឦ㌁㎢㋥䃭ⶥ㌕㋙�

k(x, x!) = !(x)T!(x!) (19)

Similarity� Kernel function k(x, x!)ḡ x㇍ x! ទ㋥ similarity⏩⢉ⶥ
㌕㋙�

↝䃩 ㌉➥㎎㋉⏩ feature mapping㋑㵂䃩 !(x)T!(x!)ㅝ ⧑䄁 k(x, x!)

㋥ᡑⰽ㌁ 䉵スទṵ䃵� ㆕┉ ⁱㅁ

k(x, x!) = (1 + xTx!)2 (20)
!(x) = [ 1 x21

%
2x1x2 x22

%
2x1

%
2x2 ] (21)
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Construction of kernel

㌑㋥㋥ kernel functionẍ䄁ⲩ k(x, x!) = !(x)T!(x!)ឍⲾ╊䃥ḡ
feature mapping㌁ 㐁㌹䃥ḡ㕍᠍ⰹ䃥ḡ᠐㋍╱㈽᧙ṱ⏩㉍�

Mercer’s theorem
Every positive semi-definite symmetric function is a kernel.

ṱ㋙ᢉឦ㌁㎢㋥ᾥḡ Gram matrix Kឍ positive semi-definite
symmetric matrix☁ function kḡ kernel function㌑�

K =

$

%%%%&

k(x1, x1) k(x1, x2) · · · k(x1, xN)
k(x2, x1) k(x2, x2) · · · k(x2, xN)
���

���
� � �

���
k(xN, x1) k(xN, x2) · · · k(xN, xN)

'

(((()
(22)
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Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernel

Gaussian RBF kernel

k(x, x!) = exp
*
" #x " x!#2

2"2

+
= exp("##x " x!#2) (23)

• kernel valueḡ x!ឍ landmark x㇍ឍ᧙㉅ⶥ⏪㯽ស
• # ស㌁㩱㕍ḡᡊ㈽ landmarkㅝⲩ◍ㅁ㕕ⶥ⏪ kernelស㌁
ᦖᠶ䃥᠙㌞パ㕝 =ㆎ䄲⎲㋥⠡㊑ឍ㐎パ㕝
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Hyperparameter of soft SVM-RBF
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SVM: strength and limitations

㌲㎝

• អ⎲䃥ᡭ㈽ⶥ䃩 ㌁⏭㋑➡㱢㋉⏩䃵
• ╛㋍⦡⌦➢⸱ベᡭ┹㔥ᢉḡẍ㏽㎎㋉⏩⧑ᣝ㎎㕎ᢍ㎎㌅䄁Ⲫᢉ
㌁䄁ឍឍḲ

• 䃦⹂㌁ⱎẍ㎎㋉⏩ⷹ㉍
• ᡊ╪㠥⎉㕍ㅺ 㣩㎎សㅝ⧭㕍ḡ㌉㌁ㅓ㋙
• 䃦⹂ទ㌁ 㞵㉝ㅝ㋥㐁䃥㕍プ㋉◽ kernel trickỢ⤑ㅝᡭ㎢ᾩ
㌒⎲ㅝ╙㋥㐁

• ᢉ㎎䃶㌁㌥ ㏽㎕ᾥḡᡊ䄲
• ╛㋍⤑ㄉㅝⲩ ᡊ╪➜ᦽ㱍ベᡭ┹㔥ᢉ䃑㎎䃥ḡ ⲾḲ
• ỽ㌁㲽ឍ㌞㋍ ㏽᠁㌁ᰥᡭ㞵㉝ᢂទㅝⲩὑ㌥㌉➥䇡
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SVM: strength and limitations

ṵ㎝

• ᴅ㌁㔕ㅝ➉ឝ� ⧑ᣝ㎎ ㎎㋍ ⶥ㋥ ㌥♈ᾩ label⏩ⲾḲ㌁
ណ䃥᠙ヒ䇡

• 㩱Ო䃵ⶥ㋥ ⲭ㱪/㤢䃥ḡ➶⠢ㅝẍ䃩㎢┹ᾩ㉝㧦㌁ㅓ㋙
• hyperparameter C㋥㎎㎢ស㋑㎢䃥ᦽ㊑䃩㉝㧦㌁ ㅓ㋙
• 㪁䁵㲽㋥◡☵┹㇍ᡑⰽទ㦮☁ㅝⲩ⧑㈶㌁ᴟ㋍ 㽅㌁◽
multiclassㅝⲩ ỡ㈾ỡ䇡
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Appendix



Reference and further reading

• “Chap 7 | Sparse Kernel Machines” of C. Bishop, Pattern
Recognition and Machine Learning

• “Chap 5 | Support Vector Machines” of A. Geron, Hands-On
Machine Learning with Scikit-Learn, Keras & TensorFlow

• “Chap 4 | Convex Optimization Problems”, “Chap 5 | Duality” of S.
Boyd, Convex Optimization

• “Lecture 6 | Support Vector Machines” of Kwang Il Kim, Machine
Learning (2019)
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